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Viva Questions: C++ Operators – Set 1 

Questions: 

1. Based on number of operands, what are the different 

types of operators? 

2. Which operators are frequently used in the if-else 

selection statements? 

3. Tell about any five types of arithmetic operators. 

4. If we use arithmetic operators with char data type, what 

will happen? 

5. Explain the functioning of modulus (%) operator. 

6. What would be the value of PI if it is intialised as  

int PI=22/7;  

7. Composite assignment operators can be made with 

which other type of operator. 

8. Which selection condition can be used in place of 

ternary operator? 

9. Give the precedence order amongst logical, comparison 

and arithmetic operators. 

10. What is the purpose of unary increment and decrement 

operators and how they are different from addition and 

subtraction operators? 

 

------------ Answers on next page -------- 
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Answers: 

1. Based on number of operands, what are the different 

types of operators? 

You can have unary operators with one operand (Like 

++a), binary operators with two operands (like a+b) and 

ternary operators with three operands (like a?b:c). 

2. Which operators are frequently used in the if-else 

selection statements? 

Comparison (relational) and Logical operators are 

frequently used in the if-else selection.  

e.g. if(a>b || a>c) 

3. Tell about any five types of arithmetic operators. 

There are many arithmetic operators, the most popular 

five are + for addition, - for subtraction, * for 

multiplication, / for division, % for modulus. 

4. If we use arithmetic operators with char data type, what 

will happen? 

The char data type stores value in its binary equivalent 

ascii code form. If we use arithmetic operators it will act 

like doing the arithmetic operation on its integer value. 

For example A+3 will become D if stored back as 

character. 

5. Explain the functioning of modulus (%) operator. 

The modulus operators returns the remainder left after 

the division. It works on integer operands. 
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6. What would be the value of PI if it is intialised as  

int PI=22/7;  

Since numbers involved here are integer. When we divide 

22/7 the integer value 3 only will be returned. 

7. Composite assignment operators can be made with 

which other type of operator. 

Composite assignments can be used with arithmetic 

operators like a+=1; a-=1; a%-=1; etc. 

8. Which selection condition can be used in place of 

ternary operator? 

The if-else selection condition can be used to replace 

ternary operators. 

9. Give the precedence order amongst logical, comparison 

and arithmetic operators. 

The precedence is as follows: 

Arithmetic, Comparison (relational) and Logical from 

higher to lower precedence respectively. 

10. What is the purpose of unary increment and decrement 

operators and how they are different from addition and 

subtraction operators? 

Unary increment and decrement operators change the 

value of the operand itself. While addition and 

subtraction may not change the value of operand and 

they may only affect the result of operations. For e.g a=1; 

and ++a will make a as 2 while a=1; b=a+1; will not 

change a. 

 


